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I. Overview

Fitness landscapes play an important role in the study of complex systems, and often provide a lens for viewing adaptive
or evolving systems in new and enlightening ways [2]. The study of fitness landscapes can improve our understanding of
adaptive processes that occur in real biological systems, but it also has applications to search processes that work on
fitness landscapes defined by complex systems in other domains, which is the focus of the present study. While prior
work has often dealt with deterministic landscapes, we are concerned with landscapes that exhibit noise or uncertainty
in the fitness measurements. Repeated measurements of the landscape lower the noise level at the cost of the extra
evaluations. In noisy systems, too little sampling can make the search untenable, whereas too much sampling can be
unacceptably slow. In between, there exists an ideal number of sampling repetitions, or “sweet spot”, where the search
most efficiently reaches a desired fitness level. We propose two metrics for quantifying the effects of noise on a
landscape, and then investigate four methods for predicting the ideal noise level. We test these methods on four
different landscapes using a restarting stochastic hill climber search algorithm that caches computed fitness values. The
basic intuition motivating this research is that some landscapes are more sensitive to noise than others, with regard to
movement through these landscapes. Large steep mountainous landscapes may be searchable even in the presence of
significant noise, whereas a gentle sloped landscape may be rendered unnavigable with even a small amount of noise.
The current study investigates the correlation between the distribution of fitness gradients throughout the landscape
and the deleterious effects of varying levels of noise on landscape traversal.
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Predicted: We sampled 5000 differences between neighbors' real fitness values and
used this distribution to evaluate the formulas for both metrics defined in Section II.
Observed: To estimate the real probability of false switches being created by noise,
we tested 10K pairs of neighboring points before and after a specified amount of Gaussian noise was
added. Similarly, we used a Monte Carlo method (testing 10K points) to estimate the real probability that a point
becomes a false optima as a result of differing magnitudes of Gaussian noise. As the figures above show, the
formulas we derived for these two metrics serve as close approximations for the directly observed measures.
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V. Predictive Methods & Results
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We are further interested in whether these or other simple metrics can be useful in predicting the performance of an
evolutionary search technique on a noisy landscape. In particular, it would be most useful to be able to choose the
number of times a noisy function should be evaluated and averaged, to enable a search mechanism to reach very good
locations in the space with as few function evaluations as possible. Specifically, we ran experiments at varying noise
levels to determine the number of evaluations required by stochastic hill climbers (that restart when stuck) to reach an
average fitness value that is in the best 0.0001% of the landscape. These numbers of evaluations are then scaled by the
number of times the function would need to be evaluated to reach their respective noise levels (see illustrative figures
below). The noise level (standard
deviation) at which the search progresses
most rapidly is denoted σIdeal (which is
different for each landscape). We
considered four methods (see box below)
for using a landscape’s Є distribution to
predict σIdeal and compared the number
of evaluations required by the hill climber
at each method’s predicted σIdeal to those
required at the true σIdeal.
 Fixed Noise Level: The geometric mean of the σIdeal for each landscape is 1.91 and was used as the σFixed Noise Level.
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For our fitness landscapes, we selected four functions (see above) often studied in the context of real-valued
optimization [1]. Specifically, we used the 10-D Sphere, Rosenbrock, Schwefel, and Rastrigin functions, discretized on
the domain [-5, 5] at resolution 0.05. Surface plots for the 2-D versions of these landscapes are shown above to provide
a general idea of the space. The equation for each landscape is shown below the surface plot. Kernel density
distribution plots display the distribution of differences between real fitness values at neighboring locations in the
fitness space. Note that the difference distributions vary quite significantly in shape and range of values.

 Direct Ratio: The geometric mean of the ratio of the median of each Є distribution to the σIdeal for each landscape is
3.97. We calculated σDirect Ratio by dividing the median of each landscape’s Є distribution by this ratio.
 False Switch: The geometric mean of the proportion of false switch values corresponding to σIdeal for each landscape
is 0.084. The standard deviation of noise which predicts a proportion of false switch value of 0.084 is the σFalse Switch.
 False Optima: The geometric mean of the proportion of false optima values corresponding to σIdeal for each
landscape is 5.16×10-5. The standard deviation which predicts this value is the σFalse Optima.

III. Metric Derivations
False Switches
Probability of a false switch for a given difference
between neighbors’ real fitness values, є.
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To compare these methods, we calculate the inefficiency ratio as the number of evaluations required by each method’s
predicted σIdeal divided by the number required at the true σIdeal. Note that an inefficiency ratio of 1.0 would be a
perfect prediction, and also that ratios higher than 20 have been cut off, due to computational constraints. To
summarize the figure: 1) none of the methods performed well on the Rosenbrock landscape, 2) the fixed noise level
method performed poorly on all but one landscape 3) there is no clear winner among the other three methods, with
the false optima and direct ratio methods each being best on certain landscapes, but the false switch method also
consistently performed well.

False Optima
Assuming the distribution of differences between neighbors’ real fitness values is independent of height
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N1 = Noise added to point of interest
N2 = Noise added to each neighbor of the point of interest
є = Difference between neighbors’ real fitness values
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σ = Standard deviation of the Gaussian noise
n = Number of neighbors
P (X) = Probability density function of X
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VI. Conclusions & Future Work
In conclusion, we have presented mathematically derived formulas for two plausible metrics for predicting the impact
of noise on the ability of a simple fitness-caching evolutionary search process to find good values in a discrete fitness
landscape. We validated these formulas with empirical tests. We then attempted to use these two metrics, along with
two simpler metrics, to predict the ideal level that noise should be reduced to, for each landscape, using an estimated
distribution of fitness differences between neighboring locations in the search space. While none of these methods
proved completely successful, the results suggest that our proposed metrics may be useful in choosing an initial noise
level that will facilitate evolutionary search through an unknown fitness landscape. However, more research is required
before we can offer prescriptive recommendations for noise level reduction methodology. In particular, the failure to
predict a good noise level for the Rosenbrock landscape merits further investigation; it is possible that the global
distribution of neighboring fitness differences provides insufficient information to predict the ideal noise level. Further
testing on additional fitness landscapes and other evolutionary search methods, such as genetic algorithms, may also
offer insight into the effects of noise on landscape structure.
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